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ABSTRACT

Vocabulary acquisition is often approached atomistically
using general-purpose words. A terminological approach, con-
structed around key words in textual material, emphasizes
vocabulary in the context of organized frames of reference.
This research was directed toward stating a terminological
approach in operational terms in order to develop and test
procedures for acquiring vocabulary by computer.

Three phases are described: (1) The construction of a
computer program for comparing two acquisition models,
(2) The development of a data base (course content) through
the use of the above procedures, and (3) The evaluation of
the approach and acquisition models in an experimental study.
A blocked-presentation model was compared with spaced present-
ation, the former supported by concept formation studies and
the latter by studies in school learning. Results favoring
spaced presentation are discussed in terms of information
encoding, and performance gains are described along with
suggestions for improving effectiveness.

The project represents a step in the direction of a
generative system for computer-assisted instruction. Sub-
systems are described that are built around prOcedures like
those used in the terminological approach of this project.
Generally positive student response suggests that generative
C.A.I. should be extended into areas beyond vocabulary
acquisition.
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I. Background

While remedial reading programs generally recognize the
importance of acquiring vocabulary, their methods often re-
flect an atomistic approach to the problem. Vocabulary
items:are regarded as discrete entities with little relation
to one another, and they are presented as an aggregate of
building blocks rather than as elements in a structure of
thought.

The major objective of this research has been to use
computer technology in teaching vocabulary items as terms.
The assumption has been that terminology related to relevant
content fields has more utility for students at the college
level than general purpose vocabulary, which has only incid-
ental relation to organized frames of reference. With the
volume of reading required of undergraduates, their need is
to concentrate on a "word in place," Adler's definition of
a term (1957), and to see how it functions within a config-
uration of other terms to articulate a conceptual frame-
work.

Acquisition models. With this guiding assumption, the
research has dealt with both theoretical and practical
problems from the standpoint of developing procedures for
teaching terminology by computer. The theoretical problem
was to compare two models upon which to base optimization
strategies for vocabulary acquisition. While one model
conceptualizes acquisition as a serial or single-channel
process, in which one term is mastered at a time, the
other model regards acquisition as a parallel-processing
activity that operates concurrently along several channels,
each engaged in bringing one or more term's to mastery.

Serial mastery is similar to concept formation tasks
in which positive and negative instances are blocked by
concept, i.e. instancesof one concept are not interspersed
among instances of another. Evidence has favored unmixed
over mixed presentation (Kurtz Sr Hovland, 1963). Though
parallel mastery is mixed presentation, it also can be
regarded as a form of distributed or spaced practice,
which has been found superior to massed practice in the
learning of verbal concepts (Reynolds & Glaser, 1964)
Since terms are verbal concepts, a parallel mastery model
using spaced practice may provide a better theoretical
base for vocabulary acquisition than a serial mastery
model using massed practice.
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Procedural problems. One of the practical problems was to
develop a response-sensitive computer program by which to
organize and precient a set of terms. The program, or
course model, required an instructional data base that
could be' conveniently accessed by an IBM 1500 system and
an instructional decision procedure for guiding vocabulary
acquisition. In addition, a generator was necessary to
produce execution code for the 1500, and routines were
needed to analyze performanCe data. Another practical
problem was to define a terminological approach in oper-
ational terms., In order to make the approach available
for general use, procedures were needed both to specify
a set of words that qualify as terms and to develop around
them a data base upon which the computer program could
operate. While the acquisition models guided development
of the decision procedure, an operational statement of a
terminological approach was needed to guide construction
of the data base

The statement that emerged in the study defined the
approach as having two stages:selection and amplification,
corresponding to two basic principles, context and clari-.
fication. A terminological apprbach first considers a
context in order to make a selection of terms. Atomistic
vocabulary-building usually draws items from standard
frequency counts (e.g. Lorge-Thorndike, 1944), but.select-
ing terms depends more on context than on frequency .%
Whether a word is critical in illuminating a context may
be unrelated to its frequency in general vocabulary, since
the context is likely to confer upon the word a special
significance.

SiMilarly, the amplification of. a :term into a series
of student-program transactions,or prepared "script,"
requires a different principle from that'which guides
atomistia voCabulary-building. General - purpose dictionary
definitions or synonyms'rarely suffice to communicate the
distinctive role of a term in its context. Clarification
is needed.by coming at the term from several angles and
helping the learner to converge on the precise sense of '-
the term.

Defining a terminological approach operationally, then,
is a matter of describing two kinds of procedures: one for
selecting terms and another for amplifying them into a
structured data base suitable for a series of clarifying
transactions.

In summary, three major problems were identified in
this.research: constructing a data base, constructing a
course model (program), and comparing two theoretical
models of vocabulary acquisitions. The objectives were to
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develop a set of generalized procedures for teaching
terminology, using a computer as the instructional vehicle;
to generate a specific course by means of these procedures;
and to use this course as an experimental setting both to
evaluate these procedures and to investigate the acquisition
models.
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II. Method

Though work proceeded on all three problems concurrent-
ly, the project was divided into three phases. The first
phase was primarily occupied with constructing a course .

model, the second with preparing a data base, and the third
with experimental evaluation:_

Phase I: The course model.

During the first phgs&, a course model was developed
around two considerations: the form and the sequencing of'.
student-program transactions. The form of the transaction
evolved over several months of pilot experimentation in-
volving.two university courses. :One, offered .in the summer
of 1971, supplemented instruction with a series Of quizzes
over assigned readings (McMullen, 1972).. The transaction
was,similar-to a test queStion, but with.immediate.knowledge

. of results that included both the correct answer and a
cumulative score. Questiong were either true-false or
matching, but in either case the student's task was to link
up a term with releVant cues while discarding irrelevant
cues. Each series of transactions, or quiz, contained 20
items four items per term and required at leaSt 80%
mastery.

. The second course; in the fall.-of 1.971; -used' a similar
model but added.. features to make it more informative tothe'
student. Each transaction included a :feedback comment to
help distinguish-between relevant and irrelevant cues.
-Sinte'the additional feedback placed more emphasis on in-
struction than on testing,.the sequence oftransactions'
was called an .exercise rather than a quiz. At. the end of
each exercise an attempt was made to diagnose which terms
had been mastered on the basis.of number of:errors per
term, and students were told which terms required more
study.

The sequencing of transactions. The model became more re-
sPonse-sensitive as the second course progressed. Because
each term was associated with eight items (see Phase II for
a description of the data base), the decision about which
item to present was made in two step,... First the particular (-
term was chosen and then the item within.the term. At'the
beginning of the course, the model employed a stratified
random sampling procedure (without replacement), drawing a
number to select a term, and, another. number to select an item.
For.each exercise, a set of five terms was chosen, with
four items per term. Presentation occurred in two modes:



blocked and spaced. In blocked mode, the four items for
each term appeared. successively (serial, presentation),. while
in spaced mode the program cycled through all five terms one
item at a time (round-robin-Or parallel.presentation).

Alater version included items from all eight terms but
made the number contingen't on student performance. If two
consecutive items .for a term were correct, that_term'was
dropped from.consideratiorLduring the exercise. The program
therefore gradually converged on those terms most in need
of practice. Again the presentation occurred in either .-
blocked or spaced modes.

The vocabulary.program-for this project used the re-
sponse-sensitive modeljust described'but with a carefully
structured database.

Phase II: The data base.

Since a primary. objective of the project was to make
a terminplogical-approach operational, procedures for
developing the data base or informational content of the
course required. major attention. A system was needed that
guided the selection and amplification ofterms, just as
frequency counts and dictionaries guide atomistic mocabu-
lary-building programs.

The Selection of terms. .Because of the computer system's
design, a decision was made to'fix the. number of terms per
exercise at eight. T'i.e primary storage locations, called,.
counters,' were.limited both in numberand. in length'.
Efficiency and flexibility in.other,programMing had.Been-:
achieved by restricting aset of items tei:eight. In
addition to being Compatible with the system, this number
conforms with limits:on information - processing. suggested
by several lines of evidence, as summarized by Miller
(1956): Eight terms may be about as .many as. students can
efficiently process in,. one.exercise.,

Terms require a. context, and if the context is.comMon
to all terms they will be-related. In concentrating on a,
Single overall context or frame of reference, the project:.
constructed a term topology that showed each term "in.
place." To avoid an'arbitrarvarrangement of.terms into a
hierarchy or network unique to its creator; the topology .

was textually based. The context, in other words, was
defined as' a text And the topology sought to draw from the
text those words-most critical to appropriating (i.e. read-
ing and comprehending) thisoverall.context. A topology of
this kind can also be defined more operationally than one
that is built by specifying logical relatiOns, such as. a
taxonomy or outline.
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The operations involved in selecting terms were the
following:

1. Select the textual material

2. Segment the material into units

3. Within each unit identify one or more
key terms, depending on the number of
exercises planned.

The material selected was.a semi-programmed text,
Conditioning and instrumental learning by W.T. Smith and
J.W. Moore. The book deals with terminology relevant both
to education students, for whom the vocabulary.program was
planned, and to students of the social sciences generally.
The basic units of this text are chapter divisions, each
containing several paragraphs followed by programmed frames
for review.

In each unit at leaSt one key word receives special
emphasis by appearing either in a heading, in italics, or
in a programmed frame as a word omitted in the frame but
shown in the margin. Other key terms appear but their im-
portance is implicit, not explicit, and they tend to be
general-purpose vocabulary. Both kinds of terms were in-
cluded in the topology by restating operation 3 as follows:

3. Within each unit select one term that receives
explicit emphasis and one that is emphasized only
implicitly.

With two terms per unit, four units provided a .set of terms
for one exercise. The first 16 units in the text concluded
the discussion of classical conditioning and supplied enough.

-terms for four exercises, which were sufficient for the
project's objectives. The.term topology for the course is
shown in Appendix A.

The amplification of terms. Once identified, terms passed
through a series of operations designed to clarify the
particular sense in-which the term is used in the text. To-
gether with.the selection operations, the following steps
made up the data base generation procedure:

4. Assign half of the terms in the exercise for use
in a true-false task, the rest for use in a match-
ing task.

6.



Develop a set of cites for each true-false term as
follows:

.-reState a defining attribute mentioned in the
text,

b. restate a"defining example mentioned in the
text.

c. state an attribute and an example from some
other source (e.g.- another psychology text).

d. restate a non-attribute mentioned in the
text, i.e. some characteristiC'excluded from
the sense of the term.

restate a non-example from the text, i.e. an
example of something different though related.

f. .state a non-attribute and a non-example from
Some other source.

. 6., Develop a set of cues for each thatchingtaslyterm:
by carrying out steps a =c of step 5. (Distractors
provide non-attributes and non-examples.)

7. For each_cue, add a brief'feedback comment to in-
. dicate why the cue is either correctly or incorrect--

ly.related to the term.

AsSignment to itemHtypeS waS' made by alternating be-
tween explicit and implicit terms across cells.'' Thus, true-
false terms for. the first exercise were 'maturation,"
"rubric," "habituation," and 'increment," and the remaining
terms in the first four cells were assigned to a matching
task (see Appendix.A). In this way,.half of the terms for
each item type were .explicit and half implicit.

T.116 structure of.the data base for one exerciSe is shown,
in Figure. 1, The eight terms are assigned to six channels,
two terms to each of the channels containing cues for the
matching' task and one "term to each of the. true - -false channels.
Within each channel are two groups of cueS,.one based on the
text ("old") and one based on other source's ("new"). Each
group. contains two types of cues: statements of attributes
.or features and statements of concrete .examples- Every
positive cue is accompaniedby a negative cue that does:not
apply to the same term. Negative cue's arerelated.,toComt)et-
ing terms, or foils; that differ in some iMportant.respect
from the.target-terts and test comprehension of critical
distinctions. In the matching task, each of the distractors

7.
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acts as afoil; cues for one term-are negative cues for the
others. In .true -false items, however,: competing terms are
not made explicit in the question, and additional cue
statements are required. A sample script for both item
types is shown in Appendix D. A script showing the complete
item bank for each exercise was printed at the same time
execution code was generated by the IBM 370-155.

The structure of the data base reflects the close
connection between teaching vocabulary terms and-teaching
concepts.'. A term can be viewed as the name of a-concept,
in which case .the principal task of the learner is to
classify linguistic experiences into categories called.
terms. It is as. important to knoW what to exclude as What
to include, since a -discriminating use of a. term neither
undergeneralizes nor over-generalizes-(Markle and Tiemann,
1970). Non-instandes, or neaative'cues, demarcate boundaries

'between related terms.

At the same time it is.important to have both abstract
and concrete representations of a term, just as.concepts
require both instantiation-or denotation and a,claSsifying
rule covering a variety of, instances in order to make clear'
how the concept is to be applied. Carroll (1964) has
pointed out the need for both definitions and examples in
the teaching of verbal.concepts. Johnson and Stratton'
(1966) found that a mixed program .led to better performance
than either definitions or examples presented separately.
The presence of attributes and accompanying examples in the
.data base of this project Was intended to promote both de-
dtictie and inductiVe thinking during vocabulary acquisition.

Phase III.- Experimental Evaluation

Subjects. To examine both the effect-of the program on
vocabulary, acquisition and the relative effectiveness of-
the two acquisition-modelS, the four exercises were pxesent-
ed to 50' undergraduates and-11 continuing education graduate.
students,. The undergraduates participated in the experiment
to fulfill a requirement to do a project for a ,course in
social and. psychological foundations of education. .The,
graduate students'took part' during c1aSs time.as.an assign-
ment in a course entitled 'Contemporary

treatment
on Teaching."-

tAll subjects were naive concerning the reatment-variable
except 16'undergraduates who .participated late in thecourse.. .

Their data is included because of the within - .subjects, design.
that enabled, them to be their own.control .

1

Design.-7A pilot study indicated that no more than two exer-
cises should be presented at a single session because of

8.



fatigue produced.by the intense...concentration required. The.
need for two sessions provided an opportunity to compare the

.program's effectiveness in two ways: (1) by including terms
from both sessions on a post-test following session one as
well as on a pretest before session two, and (2) by allow-
ing access to the'text only between the first and final post-
tests. The effect of the program on immediate and delayed
retention was examined by comparing first posttest and second
pretest. differences between terms studied the first week and
those not studied until session two. Delayed aCcess'to the
text. provided some indication of the relative effectiveness
of. program and text by Comparing gain during session one with--
gain between sessions, though no attempt was made to provide
rigorous control for this comparison since no major object-
ive was involved.

Primary attention was given to comparing the two ac-
.quisition models. One exercise during each session followed
the blocked model. and the other.'the spaced model. Subjects
were randomly assigned to one' of four groups, two of which
took exercises one and two the. first week and exercises'.-
three and.. four the second. The other two groups. began with
exercise three and ended with exercise two. One group.in
each of these two sets took the first and last exercises in.
blocked format and the middle two in spaced format, while
the other had spaced beforfrocked. The design, then, was
withinSua-Sects ithcounterbalancing of both: exercise, con-'
tent and type of model' (blocked -or spaced).

The instructional sequence. S participated in'two sessions
one'week apart. Each session began with a pretest(T1 and
T3) of 24 items, six from each exercise. (1} One iteth was
randomly selected from each channel shown in Figure 1.so
that six of the eight terms in each'exercise were represent-
ed on the test. No feedback was provided except at the
end when the possible score and S's score were displayed.
Posttests (T2 and T4) occurred at the conclusion of each
session. Testg were identical. In form but different in:
content for the most part since items were selected at
random from the exercise Channels.

Betweenyi'l and.T2 and again between T3 and T4 a teach-
ing program occurred in the io -rm of two exercises each con-
taining at lea St 16 items ,followed 'by three kinds of feed-
back: the correct 'response (e.g. "true"), an updated.score,
and a brief sentence_ elaborating on why the response was

- Correct. The score was calculated.by.adding ten points'if
the response was correct. If it was incorrect, the score'
remained the same'unleSs S had previously received ten
points for an item belonging to the same term. In that case,
ten peints were subtracted because,the exercise criterion

9.



reqUired two consecutive correct responses. for each term, or
.160 as a final score. S was permitted 40 items in which to
reach criterion.

At the end of the first session, S. was handed a bookand
encouraged to read.the first 50 pages before the next session
for two reasons: to receive additional help in learning term-
inoL2gy and to observe an example of:programmed instruction.
The book was collected before S -began T4.

. .

Difference's between test and exercise decision procedures
are shown in Figure 2. The test made six cycles through the
four exercises selecting. a different-term at random, on eact-L
cycle and one item .at random per term. yrhe order of .exercises
was rerandomized for each cycle. Each exercise made a random
selection.at only two levels: term and item. In blocked.
format the order of terms was random but selection remained
at the item level until two consecutively correct responses
occurred. In spaced forMat, both term and item were selected
at random for each presentation, with a term removed from the
round-robin whenever two of its items were'answered correctly

rirl a row..

A schematic represention-of the overall system used
in generating 'and teaching terms is shown in.igur-e.j.P Thet-
process began with a context, defined aS the source material
or textual discussion in which the. terms occur. The seven .

steps in Phase II were applies' to the text to produce an .:L]

instructional data base consisting of four exercises, each
with the structure shown in Figure 1. The decisioh procedures,.
developed. in Phase I and shown in Figure 2, operated upon
the.,data base to produce the instructional. sequence of Phase.
III,-Data recorded on magnetic tape were then analyzed during
the final phase of the project.

10.
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III. 12t!sults

Both formative and summative evaluation occurred during.
the project, the former primarily in.pilot testing of the
program 'during Phase-I. Faculty colleagues as well as .

students monitored development, suggesting modifications,
pointing out weaknesses, and acting as.pilot 'subjects by
which to study parameters of the model such as reliability,
time 'required, fatigue effects, etc. Summative data were
collected in two forms: response recording by the system and
questionnaire reactions at the conclUsion of the final
posttest.

The major questions asked of the data were (1) did
perforMance differ depending on whether terms were blocked
or spaced, (2) did.the teaching module (exercises) improve
performance, and (3) how did students react affectively?
Data relevant to the first two questions were proportion
correct.on the tests, number of items to criterion on the
exercises, and time required to meet criterion-AU-1i the
.exercises. Each of these three dependent variables was
analyzed in terms of two independent variables, mode of
sequencing and exposure to instruction, in a 2 x 2 repeated
measures analysis of variance design. The first test (T1)
was' used as a covariate for, separate analyses of the other
three tests, as well as for the exercise data. The covariate

. adjusted scores where differences in initial. performance
existed either between blocked or spaced terms or betWeen
terms that were assigned or not 'assigned to instruction.

Blocked-spaced sequencing. Each of the four tests sampled
equally from each of the four exercises. .The mean proportion
of correct responSes for terms from the two 'blocked exercises
is compared with proportion correct for terms from the two
spaced exercises in Table 1, showing no significant differ-
ences on,the four tests until T4. .Spaced terms made nearly,
twice the gai.n'of blocked terms over pretest levels by the
time of the final test.

Half of each test'consist of terms from session l'
exercises, one in ,each sequencing mode. The mean proportion
correct in this half of the test revealed slight differences
immediately after study (T2, Table 2) but an advantage for
spacing over blocking on the final test.(2) Table 3' shows
similar data for the other half of each test, i.e. mean
proportion correct for .terms studied-in both modes during
session 2. Again no differences occurred. immediately after
study (T4 in this case),. but the design did riot include a
posttest for these terms. Blocked terms. gained as much



Table 1

Mean Proportion Correct in Both
Treatment Modes on Each Test

(N=61)

Blocked Spaced df F
T
1

.66 .65 1,60 715

1'2
.71 .73 1,59 1.58

. T3 .74 .72 1,59 .68

T
4

.76 .83 1,59 8.05**

**
p< .01, ANOVA

Table2

Mean Proportion Correct in Both Treatment Modes
for Terms Studied Only in Session One (between T

1
and T2)

Blocked Spaced df

T
1

.67 ,66 60 .17

2
.75 .76 60 -.21

T3 .77 .75 60 .71

.T4 .75 .81 .60 -2.16*

p .05, matched t-test

Table 3

Mean Proportion Correct ih Both Treatment Modes for
Terms Studied Only in Session Tao (between T3 and T4)

Blocked Spaced df t

.65 .64 60 .40

.66' .70 60 -1.3312

T3

T
4

.72 .70 60 -.42

.78 .84 60 -1.78

lla.
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Figure A. Overall-proportion correct on.the.
four tests, each sampling from all four
exercises. .(N=61.

between sessions as during session 2, while spaced terms
gained dramatically during session 2, even making some im-
provement.without study during session 1.

The learning curves in Figures 4, 5, and 6 contrast the
steadier gains of blocking with the spurts of spacing.. after.
exposure to exercises. The curves suggest that an interaction
occurred between mode of sequencing and the position of the
tests. Tests that followed.exercises (T2 and T4) tend to favor
spacing, while any ,advantage on tests before exercises is in
the direction of blocking. Another ANOVA was performed over
all four tests with a third factor, type of test withih session
(before or after exercises). This analysis disclosed that a
significant interaction did in fact exist between mode of
sequencing and type of test (F=7.46, df-1,60, p( .d)..

lib.
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Evidence from the exercises themselves did not disclose
any differences between sequencing modes during instruction,
though the direction favored spacing. The number of items
required in spaced exercises during session.2 was 1.4 fewer
than in blocked exercises, but not enough fewer to make over-

. all differences significant (Table 4). The number of minutes
to criterion in each mode was'nearly identical .(Table 4) .

Performance gains. While the final test provides the critical
data for comparing sequencing modes, data for assessing the
effectiveness of the exercises comes from the last three tests.
The immediate effect of session 1 exercises appears on T2 while
T3 and T4 reveal two .kinds.of delayed effects: before and ,

after exposure to other:exercises. Thus Figure 5 is of primary
interest, since it presents the learning curve for terms.
,studied in session 1. Figure.6 is also of interest for purposes
of comparison and for examining immediate retention effects for
terms studied .in session 2. Mean gains over pretest levels are
presented in Table 5 for each mode and for combined terms in
each session.

Terms studied in session 2 were not studied in session
1, i.e:. they did not appear in exercises'. A comparison of
studied and non-studied terms on T2 revealS that the former

. Made nearly twice the gain of the latter in proportion correct.
After exposure to the textbook between T2 and T3, session 1
terms remained at about the'saMe level but session 2 terms
gained; perhaps because ofmeasurement error in the case of
blocked terms. (Other terms showed little or no change over-
T2,) The gain for session 2 terms on T4 over T3 .parallels the
gain for session 1 terms on T2 over Ti. In both cases the
gain is about.ten points. The parallel is even stronger when
non-studied terms are compared, i.e. session 2 terms at T2,
and session 1 terms at T4. In'both.cases, spaced terms
far surpass blocked terms, gaining about six points over the
previous test.

The overall pattern, blocked and spaced terms combined,
is a net gain for.studied terms of about five or six points
(studied minus non-studied),"with little effect occurring .

because of exposure to the textbook, the retention interval,
or exposure to other exercisers. The .pattern for spaced
terms, however, suggests that.exposure to other exercises
had a facilitating effect on retention.

Exposure to the textbdok may have had little effect be-
cause little time was spent studyihg it between sessions. On
the questionnaire, howeVer, Ss reported having spent'an
average of 34 minutes reading the book. Questionnaires were
keyed to student numbers- and false reports May have been riven
despite assurances that responses were confidential and in no
way to be corhmunicated to the instructor before grades were
posted.

12.
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Table 4

Mean Number of Items and Minutes
to Criterion in Each Session and
Overall

(N=61)

Items
Blocked Spaced df t F

Session 1 26.9 26.4 60 .49

Session 2 24.8 23.4 60 1.59

Overall 25.9 24.9 1,59 1.94

Minutes

Session 1 21.8 20.7 60 .41

Session 2 16.E 15.4 60 .52

Overall 19.2 18.0 1,59 .38

12a.



Table 5'

Mean Gains in Performance over
Pretest (T1) in Proportion Correct

Terms Studied'in Session 1 Terms Studied in Session 2

Blocked EEL.2f Combined Blocked Spaced CombinedLa

T2 .08 .10 .09 .01. .06 .04

T3 .10 .09 .10 .07 .06 .07

T4 .08. .12 .12 .13 .20 .17

12b.



Affective reactions. At the end of the experiment, S
filled out.a questionnaire consisting of ten'Likert-'type
items and a .request for the time estimate referred to above.
Each of the ten items used a 5-point scale ranging from
"strongly disagree" to "strongly agree." Mean values are
reported in Table 6 for all but five Ss, who were inadvert-
ently overlooked. Two of thc, items. were related to the
sequencing variable to determine whether the preferred mode
was also the mode associated' with higher performance. Item
8 shows a tendency to'favor blocked presentation ("one word
at a time") and item 9 is consistent, indicating a reluct-
ance to endorse spaced presentation ("switching from one word
to another"). A matched .t -test revealed a significant
difference in response to the two items (t=2.05, df=54,
134.05), and the correlation between the two items was - .78.
Higher performance, then, occurred in the least preferred
mode (spacing). Table 7 also indicates that performance on
the final test had little relationship to preference as ex-
pressed in these items. A modest but non-significant negative
correlation (-.21) occurred between preference for blocking
and proportion correct for blocked terms.

With the exception of item 7, which showed that true-
false questions were considered harder than matching questions,
the remaining items indicate global reactions. The most favor-
able aspect of the experience appears from item 1 to have been
its novelty or lack of boredom. Item 3, next highest, agrees
with the data that show performance gains; improvement was
perceived as well as demonstrated. In general, the global
items indicate that the vocabulary course was challenging,
worthwhile, non-aversive, and supportive of learning. The
degree of individualization (item 5) was limited, however,
but not because the approach was too mechanical (item 6).

Additional reactions appeared in term papers submitted
by the undergraduates about their experience. Comments
ranged from extreme enthusiasm -to moderate skepticism. An
example of the former is given below.

My feelings concerning C.A.I. are all positive.
I can see it as a great potential godsend for
mankind. It could be likened to the famed Seven
League Boots....

This student was especially iinpressed by the reduced
fear of answering incorrectly that allows the student to
concentrate on the learning task itself rather than on grades
and to reveal what he knows to the teacher. As a result,

The teacher may now gauge the student's progress,
seeing where he goes wrong and being able to pick
up any weak spots...Best of all this could be
done immediately.

13.



Table 6

Mean Ratings and Standard
Deviations on Questionnaire
(Five-point SCale: 1=strongly disagree;
3=neutral; 5=strongly agree;

N-56)

s.d.

4.16 1. I found this approach to vocabulary study .82
interesting.

3.64 2. I felt challenged to do my best work. 1.04

3.86 3. The study helped to improve my vocabulary. .90

2.68 4. I found myself just trying to get through 1.24
the material rather than trying to learn.

3.11 5. There appeared to be efforts to suit the 1.20
presentation of the material specifically
to me.

2.60 6. The whole approach to teaching vocabulary 1.09
is too mechanical.

2.78 7. True-false questions were easier than 1.06
matching questions.

3.38 8. I preferred working on only one word at 1.00
a time.

2.87 9. I was helped by switching from one word .94
to another.

3.40 10. I would recommend this "short course" in 1.22
vocabulary, even if my friend did not
have to take it.

13a.



Ta1,le 7

correlations between Questionnaire
Items and Proportion Correct on
Spaced and Blocked Terms at T4

Spaced
Item 8 Item 9 Proportion

(Blocking Preference) (Spacing Preference) Correct

IteM 9

Spaced P.C.

Blocked P.C.

-.78

-.04

-.21

.04

.14 .23

13b.



Another student, "determined to meet the challenge of
the machine -," took extra time to inspect the. feedback and
to recall preitious items

I was glad for the'repeated-drilling
that the machine would do because I
felt that I was getting a chance to learn
the material.

One student voiced skepticism if such a program were used
with small children because the "test format" would get
boring. Stronger and more reinforcing stimuli would be
needed.

But if a teaching Machine like this one
.were changed to zhow pictures, stories,
a child would get more out of it.

On the other hand, students noted that the' machine was
patient, did not get bored like teachers, and made the
task into a.game by offering points..

Individualization and interaction were frequent themes
in student comments. The self-pacing and diagnostic features
were popular, and students liked. the de- emphasis of competition.
They also liked the immediate reinforcement and. active involve-
ment that the program'provided,

While several students reported that some portions of
the program were overcued, so that responses were too easily
evident, they also reported that learning had transferred to
other contexts. The word "rubric," for example, appeared in
two other-soCial science courses between the experiment and
one student's paper. Before the experiment the word was un-
familiar to the student.

Both instructors used this term and as soon as they
said it I knew exactly what it meant. This is
certainly a very good example of the tremendous
effect which this particular machine and its content
had on me.'

Another student suggested that such a program would be a
useful prerequisite for certain courses because of the familiar-
ization training it provided.

One student summarized the program in the following way.

I found this experiment with a computer to be
most rewarding. I found the computer to be
easier to work with than the book. I enjoyed
competing with myself rather than with other

14.



individuals. I enjoyed working at my own
pace not feeling pressured by anyone else
progressing faster .than I. In fact I don't
think I_even noticed anyone else in the room
with me. The computer held my attention,
although I don't know whether it was due-to
the novelty....Nevertheless I did learn from
the computer, more in fact than any'other two
hour session I ever spent with conventional
study methods....I truly enjoyed the sessions
(it felt good to learn something without first
being bored to death by either a bad lecturer
or a dry book) and wish more classes were given
with computers. I would surely enroll.

The student points .out several ways in which the course
was judged to be a viable alternative to conventional modes
of instruction.

15.



I . Conclusions

The central objective of this research was to work out
procedures for a terminological approach to teaching-vocab-
ulary by computer. In the process of carrying out the three
phases described in Section II, this study formulated a
structure in which to consider. not only vocabulary.instruct-
ion by computer, but other kinds of instruction as well, such
as the teaching of concepts (McMullen, 1973). The structure
may be described as a form of generative computer-assisted..
instruction. It is based on a distinction between data base
and decision rule, and it is recursively organized into fotir
sub,-Systems: authoring,.. production, transaction, and
evaluation.

The authoring sub-system was discussed under Phase II
above. As presented in Figure 7, its input is drawn from
the cognitive structure of the initiator (author) of

-.instruction, who applies selection and amplification proced-
ures to the initial knowledge base, or text. The result is
a script composed of information elements, e.g. terms, each.
tied to a cue-net that functions to locate the element in
relationship to other key elements in the knowledge base.
The script also contains specifications for the second and
third sub-systems, i.e. directions for production and
transaction.

Production specifications are values for a set of para-
meters that define options available to the author in trans-
forming script elements into working code.

The production sub-system is built around generator
programS that use the computer in a background mode to pre-
pare the enormous amounts of execution code required for
most C.A.I. applications. In this project, the production
system was not given the prominence of the other sub-systems,
but in many respects the others were only the tip of the
iceberg. The.underlying structure that made it possible to
turn a script into performance data was a PL-I program,
modified continuously over the project so that the other
sub-systems could be implemented.

Phase I encompassed both the production and transaction
sub-systems, i.e. the design and development of the course
structure. Phase III activated. the transaction sub - system,
as well as the evaluation process, bringi q the project full
circle after the pilot run since additional authoring was
found to be desirable in correcting and refining the data
base. The project demonstrated the need for recursive
organization of the generative structure because each sub-

16.
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'system tended to call others in order to complete its task.

Mode of presentation. -Thedata support the spaced-present-
ation model, although its advantage over blocked presentation

. does not become evident until additional concepts have-been
studied. Learning under a condition in which S must Con-
tinuously deal with interference appears to aid retention
after exposure to interfering material. The situation is
not unlike school learning, when mastery of one concept
(e.g. mean, med:;.an, or mode) also requires the ability-to
discriminate between concepts on the final examination.
Linear study is less effective than cyclic-random study in
combating the effects of long"term interference.

The interference explanation, however, suffers from an
impreceision about what mechanisms may underlie observed
performance. Interference ',theory is rooted in association
learning assumptions such as the notion that associations
have "strength" which decays over time or is diminished by
competing associations. From the standpoint of structural
learning, performance may be a functiori not of, interference
but of information. Concepts presented in spaced mode may
be tagged with more information in the learner's cognitive
structure than blocked concepts. If, that structure is a
network of nodes and each mode a configuration of cues; the
learner may establish a better configuration and a more well-
defined network when concepts (nodes) are studied concurrent
ly rather than serially. With other concepts as background
foils to provide a bas-relief for the target concept, the
configuration and the network are continuously under develop-
ment.

Besides using contrast, the spaced mode may overload
short term memory with information. The consequence may be
to require S to develop chunking or organizing rules for
dealing with the overload. These rules may correspond to
the concepts to which the terms refer. Whether the actual
concepts or not, the rules would serve to assist encoding
in memory. The questionnaire data,.showing a lack of pref-
erence for spaced presentation, may buttress this interpre-
tation, since information overload is likely to be regarded
as taxing.

Course effectiveness. Both performance and questionnaire
data support the general conclusion that the course was
effective as instruction. GaAns were steady, though not
dramatic, and student interest was maintained. _However, the
level of perfOrmance on the final test indicates that
instruction can be considerably improved. Four types of
changes need to be explored. in order to determine how the

17.



overall system may function more effectively. First, the
transaction data base should.be validated by item analyses
and a Check for ambiguities. The massive amounts.cf per
formance data require a well-developed eva:Wation. sub-
system in order to reduce and examine data at the level of
detail needed for' validation. Such a sub-systeM was beyond
the scope of this project.

The other three types Of changes have to do with the
transaction decision structure: (1) enriching components,
(2) raising .the criterion, and (3) altering the sequencing
strategy. As shown in Figure.2 the exercise transaction
consisted of three major components: presentation, response,'_
and feedback. Each componentsappeared in the course in its
simplest form, except that more than one kind of feedback
was supplied. In a more highly developed transaction, the
presentation might use audio visual material or additional
prompts at the very least. Response-processing might allow
.constructed responses and perhaps probing of student input
to gain a more .:curate assessment of how much isimown.
Confidence testing techniques, for examples might assist in
detecting student weaknesses by encouraging him to reveal
his subjective probabilities. Feedback might be made more
helpful by permitting the student to view the effects of
hisdecision in some simulated situation, perhaps one that
was described in the presentation. He would thus have
the sensation of manipulating the term or concept under study.

Changes in the criterion might be either local, global,
or both. The local criterion, specifying' acceptable per-
formance on a given term might be set to four. in a row
.correct or certain combinations of items correct (e.g. one
positive, one negative). The global ,criterion might specify
performance on both exercises and tests as well as requiring
that the student meet local criterion for each term.

Most importantly, the sequencing strategy appears to
be a promising variable. Both the blocked and spaced se-
quencing modes can be described as parameter-fre2 because
they do not depend on either the properties of the items in
the data base or the characteristics of the students.
Differences between these modes indicate that seTaencing
can improve effectiveness but even.larger differences may
appear with parameter-dependent strategies (Atkinson and
Paulson, 1972). Key item parameters may be difficulty
level, cue type (e.g. attribute or example), and relation7
ship of cue to term (e.q. positive or negative, relevant or
irrelevant). A "scientific rhetoric" is needed that specifies
the conditions under which such parameters should be set to
certain values (cf. Carroll, 1964).

18.



Dissemination." The four courses which the project has used
as .an environment for program developMent and testing have
already introduced numbers of students both to useful vocab-
ulary and to the techniques of the project. Professionals
have also been acquainted with the-project and its results
through reports at conferences '( 4CMullen, 1973a; McMullen,
1973b).

What remains is to carry through the changes deScribed
above in order .to. make the program' more effective. In
addition, other faculty in other courses need to be acquaint-
.ed with the techniques employed in this project so that more
generalized procedures may be developed. A paper is now
available to provide faculty and students with an operational
description of generative C.A.I. in the context of this
project. (McMullen, 1973a). ,

Summary. Though productive.in a number of ways, the project
merely opened the to_way todealing with vocabulary acquisition
from a terminological standpoint, just as it only sketched .

the barest outline of what generative C.A.I.. entails. The
evolution of each of the four sub-systems resulted in useful
experimental results, enthusiastic learning; and a set of
tested procedures. What..may prove most valuable, however,
is the framework this project helped to build.in which to.
model the teaching_ process. As work progresses in the con-
text' of generative the thinking that germinated during
this project may contribute to problems-far more comprehensive
than vocabulary acquisition.

19.



FOOTNOTES

(1) Initially each test consisted of 20 items, 5 per
exercise, but.the last 38 subjects took tests of
24 items, 6 per .exercise, in order to include-all
true-false terms and to. improve reliability...

(2) Matched-tests were used to detect the presence of
simple effects and must therefore be interpreted with
caution.

20.
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APPENDIX A.

Term Topology

Each cell is one chapter division (unit) in the text, with
explicitly emphasized terms above the dashed line and
implicitly important terms below. Each row of cells is
one exercise (eight terms).

maturation

transitory

performance

rubric

habituation

correlated

hierarchy.

increment

reinforcer

empirical

elicit

salivary

classical
conditioning

paradigm

respondent
behavior

repertoire

simultaneous

parameter

interstimulus

reflex

latency

dependent

extinction

extraneous

aeneraliza-
tion

property

discrimina-
Lion

trial

unconditioned
stimulus
(US)

primary
stimulus

sensitization

F

artifact
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APPENDIX B

Sample Scripts For Both
Item-Types in the Data Base

(a) true-false term: maturation

Maturation...

is unlearned, biological development.
It is a growth process and cannot
be learned.

produces temporary physiological changes
in behavior

Development implies a relatively
permanent change.

enables a child to take his first step:
"Readiness" is primarily responsible,.
i.e., muscular development.

enables a puppy to obey the command, "stay.
Obeying an order is learned behavior.

is growth arising from internal genetic
endowment.

Maturation "occurs;" it is gradual
biological alteration.

is growth dependent upon experience
or training.

Learning is the product of
experience, not maturation.

gradually enables an infant to
organize his world of sensation.

This depends on developing
sense organs and nervous system.

enables the hungry baby to
smile when he hears the mother's footsteps.

He has learned to associate her
approaching steps with food.

23.

(heading)

(text-attribute-positive)
(feedbackcomment)

(text-attribute-negative)

(feedback)

(text - example - positive)
(feedback)

(text-example-negative
(feedback)

(non- text - attribute - positive

(feedback)

(non-text-attributenegativ

(feedback)

(non-text-example-positive)

(feedback)

(non-text-example-negative)

(feedback)



(b) Matching terms: primary stimulus and sensitization

discrimination primary stimulus
property sensitization

always operates naturally on the
organism .(primary stimulus)

It corresponds to a reflex -
having an automatic character.

often described as pseudo-conditioning
(sensitization)

It appears to be learning
'(conditioning) but it is not permanent.

meat powder presented to a dog
(primary stimulus)

It leads almost automatically
to salivation.

said by critics to be responsible
for the "conditioning"' of flatworms

(sensitization)
Their controversial responses may
be the result of an increase in
sensitivity.

a US that is not the product of training
(primary stimulus)

It could not have formerly been a CS

leads an organism to respond to stimuli
With which it has had no past experience.

(sensitization)
The threshold of response to novel
simuli is lowered by this process.

a blow just below the knee
(primary stimulus)

It evokes a rather mechanical response.

Example: a cat jumps back when a bell sounds
after shock was administered, yet
bell and shock had not been associated.

(sensitization)
He is temporarily sensitized to novel
or unexpected stimuli.
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